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Road and Railway Slope Surfaces
Road construction usually involves protection of slopes varying from inclinations of between  30 up to 
90 degrees.
< 60 Degrees: Manmade embankment slopes with loose-fill material, 35° <  geogrid reinforced  < 60°
> 60 Degrees: Typically created while trimming mountains for motorways or geogrid reinforced walls
Slope surface protection and stabilisation
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Slopes < 60° NAUE  CLAMP
Green Skin (vegetation) Desert Skin (shotcrete / concrete)
Slope surface protection and stabilisation
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Slope surface protection and stabilisation
Slopes > 60° NAUE  NAIL
Kassel Unit II – Germany (2007)
reinforced by soil nailing, protected and stabilised by combination of geogrid/erosionprotection
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Slope surface protection and stabilisation
Green Skin (vegetation)
Secumat anti-erosion mesh will be filled with a 
layer of topsoil of up to 30 mm,
pre-seeded if required
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Slope surface protection and stabilisation
Desert Skin (concrete)
In dry areas, erosion protection is assured by shotcrete surfacing.
While steel is limited in durability due to salty soils, 
polymeric reinforcement for erosion protection has been
found to be beneficial.
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Slope surface protection and stabilisation
Desert Skin (concrete)
 special semi dry mix (concrete) with an aggregate 
size of 0.1 – 6mm and a 
water/cement ratio of 0.4
 surface embossing
• Fixation of Secumat® 5/5 Q1 ES 401 
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Advanced lining systems on shotcrete surface
Innovative lining system on shotcrete surface
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Advanced lining systems on shotcrete surface
Unique double layer lining system, water pressure tight
Component A: Geosynthetic Clay Liner, one side impregnated by of swelling bentonite, 
placed in intimate contact to rough and uneven shotcrete-furface
function:  - protection of primary liner
- secondary sealing function
- prevention of lateral flow by intimate contact
Component B: PE Geomembrane, specially designed and equiped by white surface coating
function: - primary sealing
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Advanced lining systems on shotcrete surface
Unique double layer lining system, water pressure tight
Advantage compared to classic 
double layer PE lining system
- Geosynthetic clay liner is used as
protection layer (unsually
nonwoven) but with additional 
function
- Can be fixed by nailing without
loosing the function (making use
of swelling potential)
- Second PE-layer not needed
- Easy and robust installation
- Prevention of lateral flow
- Self healing effect in case of
damages
Attention: Improved ridge slot
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- secondary liner GCL
- primary liner PE-membrane
addtional sealing system patch
welded
Transition element 35 mmcoupling splint
transition element 35 mm
flexible spiral hose ¾“
final lining concrete
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System components for improved performance
Injection-system / block-joints 
In block joints, grouting measures are to be installed
in advance as well as ventilation has to be ensured
during the grouting phase.
Carbofol® –Klicksystem allows to install all-in-one
with maximum safety and operable function.
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System components for improved performance
Anchorage system to shotcrete without penetration
At tunnel-construction sites with
permanent water pressure or high water
head, difficult geometry, often additional 
fixation of the concrete reinforcement is
required. 
Carbofol® ME-Anchors enable anchorage
without penentration of the sealing
system, making use of the same material 
as for the primary PE-liner.
The anchor-liner is installed simultaneous
with the PE-liner by adesive fixation to the
shotcrete/rock, penetrating the secondary
(Bentofix®-) liner and making use of the
self-healing potential of the GCL
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Project Example using the innovative lining system on shotcrete surface
Stuttgart 21 – major railway project in Germany





To be in service by_________12/2021
Total project length_________57 km
thereof high speed_______20 km
thereof tunnel___________33 km
Number of tunnels__________16
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Project Example using the innovative lining system on shotcrete surface
Stuttgart 21 – major railway project in Germany
ARGE Tunnel Feuerbach (ATF) and
ARGE Tunnel Cannstatt (ATC)
Surface to be lined/sealed: 250.000 m²
thereof 100.000 m² with innovative double layer GCL-/PE-system
Systemcomponents
• Carbofol TUNNEL 3.0 mm
• Carbofol TUNNEL Protection liner 3.0 mm
• Carbofol flat washer with predetermined breaking point
• Carbofol joint tape SAA 600/6 Inj.
• Carbofol ME-Anchor
• Carbofol Klicksystem (Injection + Ventilation)
• Secutex R 1001-B2 protection nonwoven fire resistant
• Bentofix X2 NSP 4900 + Bentofix X-Tape A
• Rind connection by SIKA Tape WT
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Project Example using the innovative lining system on shotcrete surface
Stuttgart 21 – major railway project in Germany
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Project Example using the innovative lining system on shotcrete surface
Stuttgart 21 – major railway project in Germany
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Project Example using the innovative lining system on shotcrete surface
Stuttgart 21
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Summary
Specially designed geogrid-solutions allow for reinforcement of shotcrete in 
surface applications.
Advanced innovative sealing system for conventionally mined tunnels with
shotcrete lining
Two component double-lining systems allows for improved grouting application, 
while the need for grouting and amount of grouting application is reduced. 
Accepted by Deutsche Bahn as special solution in the projects tunnel
Cannstadt and tunnel Feuerbach, 
whereby these projects are highlithed by rocks with enormously swelling
potential, sensitive to uncontrolled groundwater flow.
System components allow for controlled, sophisticated installation and project
control.
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